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Abstract  
 
While in XX century the theory of superconductivity has focused on a homogeneous metal with 
a rigid lattice which can be reduced to a single effective conduction band in the dirty limit. Today in 
the XXI century, the physics of superconductivity is focusing on complexity of quantum matter 
where novel quantum functionalities with lattice inhomogeneity at nanoscale (between 1 nm and 
100 nm) and at mesoscopic scale (in the range 100-10000 nm), where the electronic structure need 
to be described by multiple Fermi surfaces and multiple gaps in the superconducting phase in the 
clean limit. The present issue of Journal of superconductivity and Novel magnetism collects papers 
presented at the International Conference Superstripes 2019 which was held on June 23-29, 2019, in 
Ischia Island, Italy.	The series of Stripes conference started on Dec 8 1996 and it has contributed to 
scientific advances in the new physics of superconductivity in quantum complex systems in these 
last 23 years where polarons, strain, multigap superconductivity, exchange interaction between 
condensates, granular superconductivity and percolation play a key role. The articles collected in 
this issue cover hot topics of the new quantum physics of complex matter including the mechanism 
of high temperature superconductivity, complex magnetic orders and orbital physics in strongly 
correlated materials which have been growing rapidly in these last two years opening new 
perspectives also in mesoscopic quantum engineering. 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 
Alex Müller1,2 discovered in 1986 high temperature superconductivity (HTS) in doped 
perovskites searching HTS in unconventional metals in the strong coupling approximation beyond 
BCS theory. In the BCS theory the condensate is made of Cooper pairs, i.e., two high energy 
fermions interacting by exchange of a low energy boson with zero mass. On the contrary in the 
Alex proposal the HTS condensate is formed by Jahn-Teller bipolarons3 more close to Bose-
Einstein Condensate (BEC) than to the Bardeen–Cooper–Schrieffer (BCS) condensate4. The key 
idea of Alex which led him to the discovery was that a novel non-BCS superconducting phase could 
appear near the insulator to metal transition (MIT) in perovskite materials where quantum 
mechanics of many body systems could take advantage of the intricate fluctuating lattice 
inhomogeneity2,5 i.e., the correlated dynamical local lattice fluctuations. Today the physics of 
nanoscale and mesoscale heterogeneity of perovskites is of high interest not only for understanding 
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superconductivity in quantum complex matter but also in the neighbor fields of mesoscopic 
quantum physics6 and quantum engineering7. 
After the 1987 March meeting in New York the theoretical physics community focusing its 
interest on the fundamental mechanism of high temperature superconductivity has been dominated 
by the popular paradigm followed by the majority of scientists: HTS superconductivity occurs in 
correlated electronic systems in a rigid periodic homogeneous lattice described by the single band 
Hubbard model with charge and spin interaction but negligible role of electron-phonon interaction.  
For many years the unexpected experimental features found by experimental physics which 
falsify this paradigm have been assigned by the majority to intrinsic effects due to disorder induced 
by competing interactions and have been called spin-charge stripes, intertwined orders, nematicity8.  
On the contrary experimental results have shown the emerging of a new physics involving lattice 
effects, structural phase transitions, local lattice distortions, anharmonic modes, multiple orbitals 
and spin-orbit interactions which have been called extrinsic effects by the majority. However 
experimental evidence for the key ubiquitous essential extrinsic effects was accumulated over 33 
years: lattice fluctuations near structural phase transitions, phase separation, bond fluctuations, local 
lattice distortions, inhomogeneity, defects distribution and their self organization, uniaxial and 
isotropic pressure effects, lattice misfit, micro-strain, electron-phonon interaction, anharmonicity, 
polarons, stripes of distorted lattice, granular superconductivity, percolation phenomena, proximity 
of the chemical potential to Lifshitz transitions. 
A group of few developed alternative theories where the so called extrinsic features are the base 
of the fundamental mechanism of high temperature superconductivity. This growing community 
has falsified all assumptions of the popular paradigm of the majority based on a homogeneous 
system made of a single effective electronic component with strong correlation and only charge-
spin interaction. 
The few have shown that multi-band Hubbard models are needed to grab key details of the 
physics of cuprates, organics and iron based superconductors. Multi orbital models are needed for 
all high temperature superconductors including cuprates, diborides, doped fullerene and pressurized 
hydrides, Quantum configuration interaction between non degenerate orbitals giving pseudo-Jahn 
Teller polarons, local anharmonic modes and vibronic coupling is of high relevance. 
The minority group followed different roadmaps in contrast with the paradigm of the majority 
"Superconductivity in a single correlated band in a homogeneous lattice". A new common paradigm 
emerged clearly at the 2004 Stripes conference which was titled "Nanoscale heterogeneity and 
quantum phenomena in complex matter". In 2020 the scientific community which was for 30 years 
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a minority is becoming the majority with a new paradigm "Superconductivity in Quantum Complex 
Matter" (SQCM). 
The few who started the investigation of SQCM included Nobel prize winners like J. Bardeen9, 
T. D. Lee10, A. J. Heeger11, V. L. Ginzburg12-15, J. B., Goodenough16-19, and P. G de Gennes20 and 
many outstanding scientists like, J. Friedel21,22, G. Deutscher23, A.J. Jorgensen24, A.R. Bishop25, E. 
Teller26, J. Ashkenazi and C.G. Kuper27, P. Radaelli28, P.C. Hammel and D. J. Scalapino29, T. 
Egami30-33, J. C Phillips34 G. Shirane35, C.P. Slichter36, V.Z. Kresin37,38, Y.N. Ovchinnikov39 N.W. 
Ashcroft40,41, L.P. Gor'kov42,43, F. Iachello44 to cite few of them.  
 
 
2. The first Stripes conference in 1996 
 
The series of stripes conferences with related workshops in Rome, Erice and Ischia have been 
addressed to develop scientific debate in this community. 
 
 Fig. 1. First international conference Stripes and Lattice Instabilities, Rome, Dec 8-12, 1996 
	
The first stripes conference (Fig. 1) was held at Rome University in December 8-12, 1996. The 
experiments, made in the first ten years from the discovery [1], had provided evidence for both 
"multiple electronic components" and "phase separation" [45-47]. Experimental evidence for 
extrinsic stripes made of different lattice bond lengths and tilting distribution in the CuO2 plane of 
Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+y (Bi2212) where reported in 1992 first at the Erice workshop [46] and in 1993 at 
the Cottbus workshop [47], The experiments were between the first results obtained by using the 
novel ESRF synchrotron radiation facility based on joint use of diffraction and the new local and 
fast probe of instantaneous Cu-O bond distribution called Cu K-edge X-ray Absorption Near Edge 
Structure (XANES) and Extended X-ray Absorption Fine Structure (EXAFS) [48,49]. A patent of 
quantum engineering for design of quantum coherent heterostructure at atomic limit (superlattices 
made of nanoscale units, quantum wells or quantum wires) forming heterogeneous high temperature 
superconductors [50,51] was submitted with priority date on Dec 7 1993. The nanoscale stripe units 
induce quantum confinement since their size is of the order of the electron Fermi wavelength and 
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the macroscopic quantum coherence is controlled by their separation smaller than the 
superconducting coherence length. At the first Stripes conference the earlier experimental results 
[48,49] giving the mesoscopic stripes structure have been confirmed by high resolution polarized 
EXAFS data [52-54] and the first resonance elastic X-ray diffraction experiment of cuprates 
collected at ESRF [55]. The theory group of Perali and Valletta developed in 1995-1996 the 
multigap Bogoliubov theory for superconducting nanoscale heterostructure with quantum size 
effects and the gaps in the quantum subbands, critical temperature and isotope effects in the 
numerical calculations of multigap superconductivity near a Lifshitz transition.  
 
The Bianconi-Perali-Valletta BPV theory presented at the first stripes conference [56-58] 
provided an innovative theoretical approach for describing 2D superconductivity in a complex 
mesoscopic landscape made of quantum wires. This was a new proposal for 150K temperature 
superconductivity showing the superconducting dome with a Fano line shape given by the quantum 
shape resonance between superconducting gaps near a Lifshitz transition. The results had shown 
that the positive role of the heterogeneity of Fermi surface topology in the k-space with a first 
condensate in the BCS-BEC crossover near a Lifshitz transition coexisting with another BCS 
condensates. The theory included both Cooper pairs formation by phonon-exchange and the 
Majorana attractive or Heisenberg repulsive exchange interactions calculated by first principle 
between condensates which were not included in the BCS theory.  
 
 
3. The Stripes conferences in 1998-2004 
 
The second stripes conference was held in 1998 at Aula Magna of Sapienza University in Rome 
since the size the meeting was increasing with hundreds of participants and many world leaders in 
the field including Müller, Gor'kov, Shirane, and Emery attracted by the Rome international forum 
open to confrontation between competing new theories and new experimental results on stripes 
physics. The Proceedings of the stripes conference have been published in book titled "Stripes and 
Related Phenomena" [59] (Fig. 2).  
At Stripes 1998 Müller presented an important key opening talk titled From Phase Separation to 
Stripes [60] pointing out that the emerging mesoscale stripes landscape was in agreement with 
previous results showing the presence of pseudo-Jahn Teller (PJT) polarons, and phase-separation 
in fact first nanoscale stripes of linearly self organized JPT polarons are intercalated by second 
coexisting stripes of Fermi particles.  
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Further advances in the BPV theory, presented at Stripes 1998, provided evidence that by tuning 
the chemical potential near a Lifshitz transition of the type called opening a neck in a subband 
formed by quantum confinement, the predicted dome of the critical temperature tracks the shape 
resonance with the Fano line-shape profile and reaches a maximum of about 130 Kelvin as the 
experimental maximum Tc in cuprates [61]. A major new result presented at Stripes 98 conference 
was the direct visualization of the pseudogap topology in Bi2212 Fermi surface in the normal phase 
indicated by missing segments of the Fermi surface around (p,0) provided by ARPES data collected 
in the k-scanning mode [62]. In the communication on Lattice-Charge Stripes in the High-Tc 
Superconductors [63] it was first proposed a thermodynamic 3D phase diagram for the 
superconducting atomic CuO2 layers in all cuprate families where the critical temperature is plotted 
as a function of both doping and chemical pressure.  
 
  
Fig. 2. Posters of the Stripes international conferences, from left to right: i) Stripes and Related 
Phenomena 1998; ii) Conference Stripes 2000, iii) Rome conference on Artificial and Natural 
Heterostructures 2001, iv) Conference Stripes 2004, Nanoscale Heterogeneity and Quantum 
Phenomena in Complex Matter. 
 
These experimental results support the theoretical prediction by the Bianconi-Perali-Valletta 
theory of a dome both by changing the charge density as well as the lattice parameters. The BPV 
theory shows that the maximum of the dome of the superconducting temperature occurs by tuning 
the chemical potential by charge density and pressure in the proximity of a topological transition of 
the Fermi surface called Lifshitz transition of the type opening a neck measured in ARPES. The 
new 3D phase diagram was presented on July 2000 at the in conference on Physics in Local Lattice 
Distortions held in Ibaraki, Japan, 23-26 July 2000 [64] where it was pointed out the proximity of 
the maximum Tc with with a Lifshitz transition [65]. The new 3D phase diagram [66] was one of 
the main results presented at Stripes2000 conference held in Rome on Sept 25-30 2000 [67]. 
Moreover the analysis of the structural data for materials close to the top of the 3D dome have 
shown the presence of critical charge, lattice and spin fluctuations near a strain quantum critical 
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point showing self-organization of local lattice distortions forming puddles of superlattice of 
quantum wires forming a mesoscopic landscape called “superstripes” [68] like in a material 
showing a critical opalescence that therefore should favor the amplification of the critical 
temperature [69]. In December 2000 in the same days when these results were published, 
Nagamatsu, a student in the Akimitsu lab, where the group was studying superconductivity 
mediated by magnetic interactions, measured 39K superconductivity in a commercial sample of 
MgB2. The announcement was made in January 2001 and the paper was published in Nature [70] on 
March 1st 2001 in same day when we submitted two papers showing two gaps in the multigap 
superconductivity of MgB2 where the maximum Tc occurs at the critical charge density in the 
atomic boron layers and at the critical strain, due to the critical chemical pressure for all families of 
diborides [71,72] which was supported by a thermal conductivity experiment [73].  
On March 12, 2001 at APS March-Meeting in Seattle, Washington, over a thousand people 
packed into the Grand Ballroom of the Westin Hotel at a post-deadline "Session on MgB2". The 
session began at 8 pm on March 12. Interest was intense, although the crowd had dwindled to 
perhaps a couple of hundred when the 79th and final paper was presented at about 1:15 am. Only 
one of the 79 talks, the last 79th talk proposed that MgB2 was not a conventional homogeneous 3D 
single gap BCS superconductor in the dirty limit, but the exotic realization of multigap anisoptropic 
superconductivity in the clean limit tuned at a shape resonance. This simply binary alloy is actually 
a composite material, a heterostructure at atomic limit, i.e., a superlattice of van der Waals atomic 
layers of boron intracalated by Mg layers like intercalated graphite superconductors. The 39K 
superconductivity appears only at a critical value of the micro-strain and charge density in the 
atomic boron layer.  
 
 
 
Fig. 3. Int. Conference Stripes 2004, Nanoscale Heterogeneity and Quantum Phenomena in 
Complex Matter, Rome, Italy Sept. 26 - Oct. 2 2004 
 
 
At this particular point of the 3D phase diagram (temperature, density, pressure) proposed in 
cuprates tuned at the maximum of the shape resonance in the superconducting boron layers the 
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chemical potential near a Lifshitz transition in the band is tuned at the shape resonance in the 
superlattice of atomic boron layer where the chemical potential is tuned at the right distance from 
the Lifshitz transition for appearing of the new sigma Fermi surface (type I) where Tc is very low 
and, near the neck opening Lifshitz transition in the small sigma Fermi surface. In our lab we 
prepared many samples with the substitution of Sc and Al for Mg tunimg both the charge density 
and strain [74,75] which allows to tune the system to test the critical temperature dome with the 
maximum at 39K where the shape resonance shows a maximum. The fine tuning of the chemical 
potential with pressure and chemical doping has been confirmed at the Superstripes 2019 
conference by Alarco [76].  
At the Stripes 2004 conference (Fig. 3) the complex mesoscale landscape called "Superstripes" 
proposed in 2000 for high temperature superconductors was supported by several experimets an 
theoretical models. The evidence for the expected nanoscale phase separation and the formation of 
the mesoscopic superstripes spatial heterogeneous landscape in doped MgB2 was obtained by 
neutron [77] and x-ray diffraction [78]. In 2008 Hosono discovered high temperature 
superconductivity in iron based superconductors [79]. These are perovskite materials where atomic 
Fe superconducting layers are intercalated with fluorite spacer layers like in electron doped cuprates 
giving large Fe-Fe distances which because of the Hund rule allows the coexistence of multiple 
orbitals at the Fermi level. It was therefore clear the need of the multiorbital Hubbard models for 
the iron-based superconductors. [80] Superconductivity in diborides in iron based superconductors 
has provided evidence for the realization of multigap superconductivity in heterostructures at 
atomic limit made of metallic atomic layers intercalated by spacer layers described in our patent 
therefore Perali, Valletta, Innocenti, and Caprara developed the BPV theory for a superlattice of 
quantuim wells [81,82] predicting the evolution with doping by tuning the chemical potential 
around type I and type II lifshitz transitions for opening a neck in tubular Fermi surface [81,82].  
 
 
4. The Superstripes 2019 conference  
 
At Superstripes 2019 conference Torsello et al [83], Pal et al. [84] and Ptok et al. [85] presented 
the most recent investigations on the gap anisotropy in multigap superconductivity and the effect of 
pressure in iron based superconductors.  
Organic superconductors form another class of superconductors showing the realization of a 
superconducting dome of multigap superconductivity in superlattices of quantum wires described 
by Mazziotti [86]. At Superstripes 2019 Tsuchiya et al [87] and Nakagawa et al, [88] have reported 
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the most recent results on the investigation of carrier dynamics and phase separation by spectrally 
resolved pump-probe spectroscopy and polarized time-resolved spectroscopy of electronic phase 
separation. Arrested nanoscale phase separation was predicted for multiband correlated metals near 
a topological Lifshitz transition [89] which is reached by tuning strain and charge [90] with a 
complex landscape of polaronic short range charge density waves [91].  
Hideo Aoki [92] has developed the multi band Hubbard model in the case of coexistence near 
the Fermi level of a flat band with virtual pair-hopping processes in which pairs are scattered 
between the flat band spots and Cooper pairs in the dispersive band to explain superconductivity in 
twisted graphene bilayers.  
 
Fig. 4. Int. conference Superstripes 2019, Ischia, Italy June 23-29, 2019 
 
This is a typical scenario near a Lifshitz transition for the appearing of a new Fermi surface spot 
described for organics [86] and predicted also for pressurized sulfur hydrides [93-95]. Advances on 
quantum mechanics of orbital physics which is today a hot topic have been obtained by Oleś group 
showing orbital dilution in d4 oxides by tuning crystal field potential [96] and magnetic properties 
of crystalline and ferroelectric layered rare-earth-titanate by Kuznetsov et al. [97]. Strain Induced 
orbital dynamics across the metal insulator transition in thin VO2 films [98] provide further 
information on nanoscale phase separation in the correlation-driven insulator-metal transition in 
vanadium dioxide [99-102]. The theoretical studies on nanoscale phase separation observed in 
cuprates [103-106] have focused on the coexistence of a metallic phase with a spin density wave 
phase controlled by pressure [107] of the nucleation of magnetic micro-inhomogeneity induced by 
an electric field [108] the order-disorder transition in a system made of two electronic components 
induced by nearest-neighbor repulsion [109].  
In the rapidly developing field of quantum electronics, key results have been obtained on the 
control of quantum fluctuations in nanowires and on voltage fluctuations in coupled 
superconducting nanowires by Zaikin group [110-111] and on kinetic Inductance in 
superconducting microstructures by Shein et al [112]. Relevant memristive properties of perovskite 
superconductors have been found by Tulina, and Ivanov [113]. The theoretical work of Tanatar 
group has focused his interest on exchange-correlation effects in 2D dipolar Fermi liquid [114], 
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Nesselrodt et al [115] studied the Falicov-Kimball model for two components components, the 
Pepin group [116] studied the fractionalization of the pair density waves and the pseudo gap while 
the Seibold group reported new studies on the time-dependent Gutzwiller approximation [117]. 
 
 
5. Conclusions 
 
The large number of participants to Superstripes 2019 conference (Fig. 4) has clearly shown the 
maturity of the novel paradigm "Superconductivity in Quantum Complex Matter" (SQCM) for the 
physics high temperature superconductivity based on fine tuning of nanoscale heterogeneity of 
complex matter which today is becoming the paradigm for the majority of scientists in this field. 
Now multi-band Hubbard models are currently used for cuprates, organics and iron based 
superconductors. Multiorbital models are currently used for diborides, doped fullerene and 
pressurized hydrides. It is now clear for that the inclusion of lattice instabilities of perovskites [118] 
and the anisotropic strain [119] is needed to understand the anisotropic multi gap superconductivity 
in strongly correlated systems. Moreover, today there is a high interest on electron-phonon 
interaction [43,95] and on lattice heterogeneity as proposed by Alex [120]. A new rapidly 
developing field is at the crossing point between the research a) on mixed boson-fermion systems in 
ultracold gases [121] b) shape resonances in multigap superconductivity near Lifshitz transitions in 
complex heterostructures and c) percolation of filamentary superconductivity in a granular 
landscape showing mesoscale correlated disorder [105-106] after the accumulated information on 
complex spatial distribution of defects, strain fluctuations, SDW puddles [122] after many works 
made in these last ten years [123-127]. 
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